The elements in our dance include pirouettes, grandjetes, calypsos, battement, fish rolls, jazz splits, soutenu.

The structures in our dance include three unique groupings (all doing something different in the big picture), cannons, levels, lifts.

Our dance is an elaborate demonstration of the theme of: community/mosaics. Through our application of dance structures and elements we highlighted not only our individual skills but our ability to work as a group. Through our use of the three unique groups, our dance exemplifies how three groups can come together then break apart to unite again. For example, the structure of our dance breaks away into different levels and groups demonstrating elements of jazz splits, fish rolls, cannons, and grandjetes. The choreography brings us back together to lift an unsteady member of the group to reflect how our dance community supports one another. The use of the movements in our choreography serves to communicate our main message in many ways, which is that through our individuality we unite as one.